Kinetic characterization of TAR RNA-Tat peptide and neomycin interactions by acoustic wave biosensor.
The kinetics of binding of short Tat peptides and an aminoglycoside molecule to the human immunodeficiency virus-type 1(HIV-1) TAR RNA and to a bulge mutant analogue (MTAR) is studied in a biosensor format by monitoring the time course of the response in a series resonance frequency, using an acoustic wave biosensor. Association and dissociation rate constants are evaluated by fitting the experimental data to a simple 1:1 (Langmuir) model. Kinetic rate and equilibrium dissociation constants show that MTAR-peptide complexes are subject to a higher dissociation rate and are less stable compared to the corresponding TAR-peptide complexes. In addition, longer peptides display enhanced discrimination ability than a shorter peptide according to the equilibrium dissociation constants evaluated using this technique. K(D) values for TAR-Tat vs. MTAR-Tat complexes are 2.6 vs. 3.8 microM for Tat-12, 0.87 vs. 4.3 microM for Tat-18 and 0.93 vs. 1.6 microM for Tat-20. The equilibrium dissociation constant for TAR-neomycin complex is 12.4 microM and it is comparable to the values obtained from non-biosensor type assays. These findings are in parallel with those cited in the literature and the results from this study underline the potential of the acoustic wave sensor for detailed biophysical analysis of nucleic acid-ligand binding.